Associated with each uniform space (S, %) there is a uniform lattice (P, i^,^) called the scale of (S, <%). The scale was first introduced by D. Bushaw (see [2] and [3] ) for the purpose of studying stability in topological dynamics. Further properties of the scale were investigated in [4] , and this paper pursues one of the research problems suggested in the latter paper.
Associated with each uniform space (S, %) there is a uniform lattice (P, i^,^) called the scale of (S, <%). The scale was first introduced by D. Bushaw (see [2] and [3] ) for the purpose of studying stability in topological dynamics. Further properties of the scale were investigated in [4] , and this paper pursues one of the research problems suggested in the latter paper.
We show that (P, "V) is uniformly connected if and only if (S, *%) is bounded. Sufficient conditions are found on (S, *%) which make the scale connected and arcwise connected, and the relationship between connectedness and local connectedness is also considered. The concluding section characterizes total disconnectedness in the scale, which turns out to be equivalent to discreteness in the original space.
Starting with a uniform space (S, <%), let a be a non-empty anti-residual subcollection of the uniformity °lt; that is, if Uea, VeW, and V => U, then V e a. Such sets a are called prefilters relative to (S, °tt) , and the set of all prefilters for (S, °ll), equipped with an order relation described below, is called the scale of (S, <%). We also use the term scale ambiguously to describe the uniform space (P, i r ), where 'f" is the uniformity for P generated by sets of the form U' = {(a, P)ePxP:Aea.
implies UA e jS and B e ft implies UB e a}, for all Ue %. That {£/' : U e W} is the base for a uniformity on P follows immediately from the fact that, for each Ue<%, U' 2 = U 2 ' (Proposition 2, [4] ). The scale is always a complete uniform space, but is compact if and only if the original space is either finite or discrete [4] .
The scale forms a complete distributive lattice under the ordering: a :S ft whenever a => /?; the lattice operations are uniformly continuous (Theorem 1, [4] ). The least element of Pis <%, denoted O; the greatest element is {S x S}, denoted /.
A uniform space (S, tft) is said to be bounded if, for each Ue °tt, there is a positive integer n such that U" = Sx S. In this usage (which is nonstandard) we follow [1 ] , and it is worth noting that boundedness neither implies nor is implied by total boundedness, although a connected totally bounded space is bounded.
A uniform space (5, ^) is said to be uniformly connected if every uniformly continuous map of the space into a discrete space is a constant map. The following lemma, established in [5] , shows that boundedness implies uniform connectedness; Theorem 1 shows that for scales these concepts are equivalent. A topological space is connected if and only if the only mapping of the space into a discrete space is a constant mapping. Thus connectedness implies uniform connectedness in a uniform space, and boundedness in (S, <%) is necessary for connectedness in (P, "f").
LEMMA 1. (Mrowka and Pervin
Let R be the equivalence relation on P denned by: (a, p) e R whenever (a, P)e U', all UB^I. Let a R denote the /{-equivalence class containing a; we have from [4] In the next proposition, we find a similar but weaker condition which is necessary for local connectedness in the scale, and from this result one can construct examples to show that the scale of a uniform space is not always locally connected. PROPOSITION 
If (P, Y") is locally connected, then there is an entourage U in % such that, for every V e %, V c U for some integer n.
PROOF. Assume that the given condition on <% fails; thus, given U in °tt, there is F e °U such that V is not a subset of {/for all integers n. Let / = {aeP : V" e a for some «} and K = {a e P : V $ a for all «}. It can be shown without difficulty that J and K are both open sets. But O eJ and < U} e K; thus the neighborhood [O, <£/>] of O is not connected. But U is arbitrary, and so O has no connected neighborhood.
We will now give conditions on (5, tfl) which are sufficient for connectedness, local connectedness, and arcwise connectedness in (P, TT).
A uniform space satisfies Condition A if there is a base 38 for the uniformity which is closed under unions and finite compositions such that, given a chain {V x } in 38 and We <%, there is an index X such that WV X => u {V k }.
Let (S, d) be a pseudo-metric space, and. for each e > 0 let U e be the entourage {(x,y) :d(x,y) < e}. If U c U a = U t+l for all positive real numbers e, <5 then (S, d) is said to satisfy Condition B.
The uniformity derived from a pseudo-metric which satisfies Condition B will surely satisfy Condition A, since 38 can be chosen to consist of {U e : e > 0}. THEOREM 
If(S, tft) is a bounded uniform space which satisfies Condition A, then (P, V) is connected.
PROOF. Assume that there is a subset M of P which is both open and closed, distinct from P, and contains an element a. We shall show that / is in M. If N is the complement of M, then precisely the same argument establishes that / 6 N, a contradiction.
Let (S, 9t) is bounded, and so W" = Sx S for some integer n. Thus U = SxS, and <x u = / e M, which completes the proof.
A pseudo-metric space (5, d) is bounded if there is an upper bound for the function d. A bounded pseudo-metric always induces a bounded uniformity, but the converse is false in general (see [1] ). If (S, d) satisfies Condition B, however, then boundedness in (S, d) is equivalent to boundedness in the associated uniform space, and hence this term as used in the next theorem can be interpreted in either sense. THEOREM 
If a pseudo-metric space (S, d) satisfies Condition B, then the scale (P, V) of the associated uniform space is locally arcwise connected. If, in addition, (S, d) is bounded, then (P, i
r ) is arcwise connected. It can be shown that if/ is a uniformly continuous mapping from (S t , ^i^) onto (S 2 , ^2)1 then/induces in a natural way a uniformly continuous mapping from the scale of (S t , ^t ) onto the scale of (S 2 , ( % 2 ). Thus any space which is the uniformly continuous image of a space satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3 {Theorem 4) has a connected {arcwise connected) scale.
The retracted scale (P R , i^R) of a uniform space (S, %) is constructed by taking P R to be the set of all inequivalence classes and imposing the quotient uniformity derived from (P, ~f~) (see [4] ). It can be shown that the retracted scale is connected (resp. uniformly connected, locally connected, arcwise connected, locally arcwise connected) when and only when the scale is connected (resp. uniformly connected, locally connected, arcwise connected, locally arcwise connected).
The following three propositions lead to a very thorough characterization of total disconnectedness in the scale (P, i r ) of a non-trivial uniform space (S, $/).
PROPOSITION 6. (P, y ) is Hausdorjf if and only if, for each UeW, there
exists K e f such that VU = U.
PROOF. Let (P, rT) be Hausdorff and U e <% such that U ± SxS. Let a = <C/> and jS = a -{£/}. Since (P, "T) is Hausdorff, a and P are not ^-related, and thus there must be an entourage V'\n°U such that VU $ p. But since U <= VU, this implies that VU = U. Conversely, assume the given condition, and assume that (a, p) e U' for all Ue%. Then, for each A e a, there is F e t such that VA -A. Since, in particular, (a, P) e V, it follows that VA e P, and thus a. a p. By similar reasoning, P a a, and so a = p, and (P, V ) is Hausdorff. PROPOSITION 
If (P, -f) is Hausdorff, then (S, %) is Hausdorff.
PROOF. Assume that (S, %) is not Hausdorff. Then there exist distinct elements y and z in S such that (z, y)e U for each U e <%. Moreover, since (5, <W) is nontrivial, there is x in S, x # y, and V e°tt such that (x, y) $ V. Let W = Sx 5 -{{x, y)}. Since W => V, We %. Let a = <PF>, and P = /. Then UW = Sx S for each ( / e t , and hence (a, p)e U' for each Ue°ll. This conclusion contradicts the assumption that (P, f) is Hausdorff, and this contradiction completes the proof. PROOF. We will first prove the existence of a one-to-one mapping j of S , available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700013719 onto S such that j n W is the empty set for some WB^I. Since (S, %) is nontrivial, there is W x e °ll such that ^ = 5 x 5 -{(a, 6)}, where a ^ 6. Choose C/e ^ such that UW y = W^. If V = S x S -{(z, b) : z ^ b}, then F => t/ and hence F e ^. Let W 2 = VnV' 1 . Partition 5 into two sets R and Q, where /? = {rj: i e I}, Q = {q t : i e / } , and / is an index set that defines a one-to-one correspondence between R and S such that q t corresponds to r t . Then j = {(r ; , <7(): / e / } u {(<7;, r,) : «" e / } is a one-to-one mapping of S onto 5. Assume that b is in Q. If t^ = S'x5-{(fc, r,) : i e / } , then ^ => W 2 , hence ^ e * . Choose V x e°ll such that F t U t = U t . Then (^;, r ; ) ^ Fj for every / e /; thus if
Wis the empty set. To complete the proof, let U = {(x, y) :y ^ j(x)}; then U => W, and so Ue%. Choose F e t such that VU = U. Let (x, y) e F and w =7~1(^)-Then (w, z)e U whenever z # 7'(w). If x ^ j , then (w, x) e f/; this implies that (w, y) e VU. But F t / = {/ and j(w) = y; hence (w,j(w)) e U, a contradiction. Thus x = y, and F is the diagonal in SxS. is finite, then Propositions 6 and 7 imply that (S, <%) is Hausdorff, which is equivalent to discreteness for finite spaces; thus the first four statements are all equivalent. Also note that (b) implies (e) and (e) implies (c). Finally, (b) implies (f), and (f) implies (c) since a totally disconnected space is always T l .
For the retracted scale, discreteness can be characterized as follows; we omit the proof. It can also be shown that the retracted scale is totally disconnected whenever , available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700013719
